Abstract:
Introduction
In this report we propose some modifications of the L-BFGS method (see [6] , [11] ) for large scale unconstrained optimization min f (x) :
where it is assumed that the problem function f : R N → R is differentiable. Similarly as in the multi-step quasi-Newton methods (see e.g. [10] ), we utilize information from the preceding iteration to correct the used difference vectors a change the quasi-Newton condition correspondingly. However, while the multi-step methods derive the corrections of the difference vectors from various interpolation methods, our approach is based on the idea of conjugate directions (see e.g. [4] , [12] ). Note that some of these thoughts are presented in our report [14] (in the second family of methods).
The L-BFGS method belongs to the variable metric (VM) or quasi-Newton line search methods, see [4] , [9] . They start with an initial point x 0 ∈ R N and generate iterations x k+1 ∈ R N by the process x k+1 = x k + s k , s k = t k d k , k ≥ 0, where d k is the direction vector and t k > 0 is a stepsize, usually chosen in such a way that
1)
k ≥ 0, where 0 < ε 1 < 1/2, ε 1 < ε 2 < 1, f k = f (x k ), g k = ∇f (x k ) and d k = −H k g k with a symmetric positive definite matrix H k ; usually H 0 is a multiple of I and H k+1 is obtained from H k by a VM update to satisfy the quasi-Newton condition
(see [4] , [9] ), where y k = g k+1 − g k , k ≥ 0. For k ≥ 0 we denote
(note that b k > 0 for g k = 0 by (1.1)). Among VM methods, the BFGS method belongs to the most efficient; the update formula can be written in the following quasi-product form, see [4] , [9] , [12] , and m ≥ 1 is a given parameter. The direction vector is computed by the Strang recurrences, see [11] , and still satisfies d k+1 = −H k+1 g k+1 , k ≥ 0, but matrix H k+1 has only theoretical significance here and is not formed explicitly; it can be defined by 
The concept of the conjugacy plays important role in optimization methods based on quadratic models, see e.g. [4] , [12] . The conjugacy of consecutive direction vectors s k , s k+1 with respect to matrix B k+1 can be easily achieved e.g. by means of suitable vector corrections. They can be understood as corrections for exact line searches, since relation
k ≥ 0, therefore unit stepsizes in corrected methods for quadratic objective functions have similar position as exact line searches in classical methods, see Section 3.
However, not every correction for the conjugacy improves efficiency. E.g. addition a multiple of y k to g k+1 , before the new direction vector is computed, seems to be advantageous, since in this way we can utilize properties of the line search procedure.
by (1.2), i.e. by (1.3) this direction vector corresponds to singular VM matrix
, which is inconvenient for the line search and gives bad results.
In this report we will investigate such corrections of vectors s k , y k which provide conjugacy of consecutive direction vectors and show that update VM matrices constructed by means of corrected vectors have some positive properties and that this approach can improve results significantly. Thus we will define corrected quantitiess k ,ȳ k and
Correspondingly, we will use direction vector
Note that matrixH k+1 satisfies the quasi-Newton conditionH k+1ȳk =s k and is obtained by the last BFGS update (1.9) of matrixH k+1 k , which satisfiesH k+1 kȳ k−1 =s k−1 , k ≥ 1, for m > 1, as we can see from (1.9) with i = k − 1.
We will use the following notation
i by the the Schwarz inequality. To analyse the particular BFGS updates (1.9) in the simplified form, we omit index i, replace index i + 1 by symbol +, index i − 1 by symbol − and writeH,H + ,H − ,ā,c instead ofH
In Section 2 we investigate the standard BFGS update (1.9) (in the simplified form)
of any symmetric positive definite matrixH with corrected difference vectors from the point of view of conjugacy and discuss the choice of parameters. In Section 3 we present some interesting properties of the corrected BFGS update (1.11) and the corrected L-BFGS method for quadratic functions. Application to limited-memory methods and the corresponding algorithm are described in Section 4, and global convergence of the algorithm is established in Section 5. Numerical results are reported in Section 6.
The BFGS update with corrected vectors
In this section we will investigate influence of correction parameters α, β on properties of update (1.11). Using another formulation of conjugacy property, we will derive a formula for parameter α. As regards parameter β, we will discuss two basic variants of its choice and their advantages. First we reformulate conjugacy property in another form.
The following lemma shows that, under some assumptions, the conjugacy of difference vectorss,s − with respect to matricesB,B + is equivalent to the property ofH + that it satisfies not only the quasi-Newton conditionH +ȳ =s, but alsoH +Bs− =s − . [4] , [9] )
T −ȳ − , we obtain (2.1). The rest follows from the Schwarz inequality.
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If function f is close to a quadratic function (e.g. in the proximity to minimum) then values as functions of β are minimized by the choice β =s
, from (2.2) we get
Since Tr(A) = N − 1 +ā/b and det(A) =b/c by identity det(I + uu
Valuesb,c are independent of β and thus the condition number of A
is minimized together withā by β =s
Satisfaction of conditionH +ȳ− =s − (implied by the choice β =s T − y/b − ) also guarantees that matrixH + is closer toH than toH − in some sense, as we can see from the following theorem withH − ,H,s − ,ȳ − instead ofH,H + ,s,ȳ andG =H −1 + ( . F denotes the Frobenius matrix norm). Note that similar formulas with inverse VM matrices B k+1 , B k can be found in [13] for the BFGS update or in [5] for more general updates. 
and M = W − I, we can rewrite update (1.11)
by |w| 2 =b and P
, we get firstly
which is equality in (2.5) by W + − W = W + − I − (W − I) = P M P − M , and secondly 
9) which yields
To find a convenient value of parameter β, we can take account of our numerical experience that the initial scaling parameter b/|y| 2 in (1.5) (with b, y without bars) appears to be suitable also for the new methods. In classical case, choice γ = b/|y| 2 for the BFGS update can be motivated by an idea to minimize |(H + − γI)y|, see [9] . 
Results for quadratic functions
In this section we suppose that f is a quadratic function with a symmetric positive definite matrix G and that β = α, which is a natural choice, if we want to haveȳ = Gs.
Here we consider only G-conjugacy of vectors. Sinces
, the conjugacy ofs,s − can be achieved by the choice α = s
The following theorem shows that for this choice the standard quasi-Newton condition H + y = s is satisfied, valueb is minimized and improvement of convergence is the best in some sense and thatb > 0 always holds for linearly independent direction vectors ( . F denotes the Frobenius matrix norm). Note that the quasi-Newton conditionHȳ − =s − is discussed in Section 2. 
and E = R − I, we can rewrite update (1.11) in the form
by |r| 2 =b andP 2 =P . As a special case, denoting byĤ + matrixH + for α =α and
, we can rewrite update (1.11) in the form
First we see that valueb = |r| 
Since R + =R + holds for α =α, value R + − I F is minimized by α =α. 2
It is well known (see e.g. [11] ) that the L-BFGS method with exact line searches generates conjugate directions vectors and preservesm (see (1.4)) previous quasi-Newton conditions. Similar properties also hold for update (1.11) with (the most frequent) unit stepsizes. If every stepsize is unit, then all direction vectors are conjugate. Moreover, only one unit stepsize is sufficient to ensure that for some VM matrix up tom previous quasi-Newton conditions are preserved.
) with a symmetric positive definite matrix G, and let for 0 ≤ k ≤k iterations x k+1 = x k + s k be generated by the method
with matricesH k defined in the following way:H 0 = I and matricesH k+1 are given bȳ
Suppose that every generated vector s k is linearly independent ofs k−1 , 0 < k ≤k. Then the method is well defined.
Moreover, if t k+1 = 1 for some k, 0 ≤ k <k, it holds
Together withb 0 = b 0 > 0 this yields that the method is well defined. Let t k+1 = 1. For i = 1, (a) follows immediately from (3.3) byV 
and (c) froms
T k g k+2 =s T k y k+1 + s T k g k+1 =ȳ T k s k+1 +ȳ T kH k+1 g k+1 =ȳ T k (s k+1 +H k+1 g k+1 ) = 0
Application to limited-memory methods
In this section we use results from the previous sections to implement a method based on the quasi-product form (1.9) of update. We suppose here that α = s Tȳ − /b − , see Section 2. From theory in Section 3 we can deduce that we should use the corrected difference vectors whenever objective function is close to a quadratic function, which is confirmed by our numerical experiments. As measure of deviation from a quadratic function in points x k−1 , x k , x k+1 can serve e.g. value |s Besides, we should not correct, if valueb k would be too small with respect to 
it is a reason why we use this value β k also in case that |s
to prove global convergence (see Section 5) . By our experience, this alteration has only negligible influence to numerical results.
Global convergence can be easily established (in a similar way as for the L-BFGS method, see [6] ), if |s k |/|s k | < ∆ and |ȳ k |/|y k | < ∆, k > 0, where ∆ > 1 is a given constant. If this condition is not satisfied, it suffices to replace the oldest saved vectors s k−m ,ȳ k−m e.g. by s k , y k , see Section 5, wherem is defined by (1.4). It is interesting that the more natural replacement by s k−m , y k−m does not give better results (and is more complicated in practice). Note that in our numerical experiments with N = 1000, value |ȳ k |/|y k | was rarely greater than 10 and value |s k |/|s k | greater than 50.
We now state the method in details. Instead of matricesH k ,m+1 couples {s j ,ȳ j } k j=k−m , k ≥ 0, are stored to compute the direction vector d k+1 = −H k+1 g k+1 , see Section 1. For simplicity, we omit stopping criteria.
Algorithm 4.1
Data: The number m ≥ 1 of VM updates per iteration, line search parameters ε 1 , ε 2 , 0 < ε 1 < 1/2, ε 1 < ε 2 < 1, and correction parameters δ 1 , δ 2 , ∆, 0 < δ 1 ≤ δ 2 < 1 < ∆.
Step 0: Initiation. Choose starting point x 0 ∈ R N , define starting matrixH 0 0 = I and direction vector d 0 = −g 0 and initiate iteration counter k to zero.
Step 1: Line search.
Step 4: Update definition.
Step 5 
Global convergence
In this section, we establish global convergence of Algorithm 4.1. In comparison with the L-BFGS method, boundedness of
/b k cannot be derived from properties of second-order derivatives of objective function directly here, since vectorss k ,ȳ k , k > 0, are defined recurrently by (1.7). We will use the following assumption. Proof. All updates in (1.9) are the standard BFGS updates with vectorss i ,ȳ i instead of s i , y i ; therefore we have (see [12] )
where λ(G(x)) and λ(G(x)) are the lowest and the greatest eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix G(x)).

Proof. Setting
(ii) We start with the first update in (1.9). SinceB 
Step 4, we similarly obtain 
we can write
), which by (5.1), (1.7), (i) and Lemma 5.1 implies
Denoting C 0 = 1 + 8/δ 1 and using (5.4) or (5.6), we obtain
which together with C 3 > C 1 by C 0 > 1 concludes the proof of (5.8).
(iv) Using (5.9) and α i = s 
k s k , from (5.10) and (5.11) we get (s For comparison, Table 2 contains results for the following limited-memory methods: L-BFGS -the Nocedal method based on the Strang formula, see [11] , method from [14] that use the preceding vectors (Algorithm 4.5) and new Algorithm 4.1. We have used m = 5, δ 1 = 0.000 001, δ 2 = 0.01, ∆ = 100 and the final precision g(x ) ∞ ≤ 10 For a better demonstration of both the efficiency and the reliability, we compare selected optimization methods by using performance profiles introduced in [3] . The performance profile π M (τ ) is defined by the formula π M (τ ) = number of problems where log 2 (τ P,M ) ≤ τ total number of problems with τ ≥ 0, where τ P,M is the performance ratio of the number of function evaluations (or the time) required to solve problem P by method M to the lowest number of function evaluations (or the time) required to solve problem P . The ratio τ P,M is set to infinity (or some large number) if method M fails to solve problem P . The value of π M (τ ) at τ = 0 gives the percentage of test problems for which the method M is the best and the value for τ large enough is the percentage of test problems that method M can solve. The relative efficiency and reliability of each method can be directly seen from the performance profiles: the higher is the particular curve the better is the corresponding method. The following figures, based on results in Table 2 , reveal the performance profiles for tested methods graphically. 
